Fig. 5 — Fusion by chemical confinement within the dtp molecule. At the instant of nuclear
reaction, the molecular orbital of dtp resembles the atomic orbital of (5He)µ.
where  0 is the muon decay rate (in the one needed for the production of
verse of its life-time) and  c is the muon muons (Ein is an energy of thermal mo
cycling rate (inverse average time bet tion, in the range of meV). If Eµdenotes
ween the consecutive fusions, deter the energy needed for muon production,
mined mostly by the slowest process, and Y the neutron yield per muon, the
namely the dtµ formation rate). This condition for (scientific) energy break
simplified expression reveals the role of even is
the sticking fraction; it defines the ulti
Eµ < Eout = Y x 17.6 MeV (12)
mate limitation to the number of fusions It is clear that the key questions regar
per muon, as the cycling rate increases. ding possible energy production are:
The experimental value for the effec 1) can muons be produced cheaply, and
tive sticking fraction, obtained indepen 2) how many fusions can one muon pro
dently of the fusion neutron disappea mote during its short life time?
rance rate is between 0.5 and 0.3% at
Recent experiments at LAMPF have
the density 1.2 LHD. New experiments demonstrated yields of 150 fusions/
based on the direct detection of αµ ions muon, with energy liberation just short
are under way in the form of joint ven of 3 GeV/muon, and with indications
tures by RAL/LAMPF, and PSI/Gatchina. that yields of some 300 fusions/muon
The current theoretical value of the ini might be possible.
tial sticking factor (obtained by means of
As to the cost of muons the current
three-body quantum chemical calcula estimation is some 5 GeV in beam power
tions) is 0.886%. The main thrust of the per muon, although the theoretical limit
research is to find a way to enhance the is below 2 GeV. Present muon factories
reactivation and lower the sticking frac are far from the optimal efficiency.
tion.
Along with the progress in theoretical
and experimental research, different
PROSPECTS OF ENERGY PRODUCTION concepts of muon-catalysed fusion
The principle of µCF is the same as reactors are being developed. Pure fu
that of a typical chemical catalysis:
sion design is not possible today, but
Ein + d + t + p →dtµ
fusion-fission hybrids combined with a
→α + µ + n + Eout
(10) spallation breeder would require only
The remarkable reaction above occurs
without any extra energy input, except

some 100 fusions/muon, and could be
operated with a net energy gain even if
the cost of a muon stays as high as 5
GeV. Recent conceptual systems envi
sion sidestepping the production of in
termediate pion and muon beams. In
these so called synergetic systems the
D/T mixture plays the role of both the
target for muon production and the fuel
for µCF.
Finally, some safety considerations
ought to be mentioned. Needless to say,
thermal runaway of the muon catalysed
fusion is not possible due to the selflimiting nature of the process at high
temperatures. Since the muon catalysed
fusion is a sort of resonant chemical
reaction, the process is expected to pro
ceed effectively only at the correspon
ding resonant temperature.
The process is still in an early stage of
exploration. Only future research will
show whether its efficiency is irrevoca
bly given by Nature, or may be altered by
scientific and technological progress.
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The Case of the Non-Stick Pan

It is becoming ever more probable that
when all the conditions are carefully con
trolled, the electrolysis of D2O using a
palladium cathode, will yield no energy gain
and a negligible number of neutrons. So the
table-top fusion reactor [1] is not for tomor
row. Both Cal. Tech, and MIT have failed to
find any of the positive effects reported by
Fleischmann and Pons [2] or even Jones et
al. [3], At Harwell, where they have had 30
cells running since 10 March (some of which
were set up in collaboration with Fleisch
mann) no heat gain or neutrons had been
detected by the end of April. Again in EPFL
Lausanne, nothing. So what do we con
clude?
It is a little early to be 100% certain, but
then absolute certainty in science is rather
rare. However certain deficiencies have been
noted in the reported Pons, Fleischmann
experiments (which were run on a shoe
string), notably the emergence of the ca
thode from the electrolyte and the relative
Fig. 6 — Cross-section for the n-α scatter primitive techniques used to measure the
ing in the vicinity of 3/2+resonance, with neutrons and monitor the background. Sur
the energy above the d-t threshold and the face effects at the electrode are sufficient to
total width estimated to be Eres = 55 keV explain the apparent calorimetric gain, tri
and  tot = 76 keV, respectively.
tium is a familiar contaminant and a variety

of mechanisms have been invoked to ac
count for the seemingly excess neutrons,
ranging from radon emission in the labora
tory to high electric fields generated in the
lattice — a sort of micro piezoelectric effect
[4],
The moral to the story which should be
pointed out to the lay man and the politi
cians, is notthat individual scientists may be
fallible, which we know, but that the esta
blishment can be relied on to get it right in
the end. Moreover the establishment is not
so arrogant that it declines to examine
something new when it comes along.
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